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Find the correct structure.  
not the same as 
As the same as     
so the same as         
as not the same       
 
The Financial Times is printed on _____________ paper.  
pink 
white    
yellow                      
grey 
 
 
It threw  … over the hard, ugly land of the moon 
a bright, blue-green, light          
A blue ,bright, green ,light         
Green, light                                
blue ,green ,bright, light  
 
 
He walked  … to one of the containers and  took … a small animal  
over/out       
on/in             
across/out                   
over/across 
 
 
She said that she _________ a lot of programs recently.  
had watched                   
-                  
has watched            
watches 
 
Who analyzes the script, visualizes how the film should look, and guides the 
actors and the production crew?  
director 
actor 
producer 
audience 
 
 
… the fact that Nukus is far away, many foreigners go to visit the gallery 
In spite of                   
even                              
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if 
However 
 
 
A picture of an arrangement  of  objects, especially of flowers  and fruit.  
still life 
style 
painting 
drawing 
 
 
The State museum of Fine Arts ... in 1918 
was founded 
is founded    
found 
founded 
 
The Metropolitan Museum was founded in... in 1870 
New York   
Edinburgh    
Wellington     
Tashkent 
 
It makes me  ….. to dance. 
want     
happily  
to want    
happy 
 
When I …..my homework, I ….. to bed. 
had done/went 
did/went      
have done/went    
will do/went  
 
I’ve never been to London. 
He said that he had never been to London.      
He said I’ve never been to London.   
He said that I’ve never been to London. 
I asked if I’ve ever been to London 
 
Who is the author of “A Space Odyssey”? 
A.C.Clarke 
R. Frost 
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Oybek 
M.Twain 
 
At …..end of the performance all ….. actors came out onto …..stage.  
the/the/the        
-/the/the       
the/-/the     
the/the/- 
 
 
I saw Malik half an hour ago. He said your father … ill. And he said you….to 
Urgench the next day.  
was/ were going 
Was/are going 
has been/was gone      
was/will go 
 
 
If I … a computer I … teach my brother … it.  
had/would/to use                      
Had/will /to use                             
have/would/use       
have/shall/use 
 
 
Change the sentence to the reported speech. – I went to school yesterday.  
She said she had gone to school the day before. 
I went to school a day ago                            
He says I went to school yesterday 
She says she had gone to school the day before 
 
 
When the authorities announced they… to build a new Jefferson High School. 
Bill Fraser realized he … plan for a new radio and TV center   
were going/should       
were going/will         
are going/should      
are going/will 
 
Robin Hood lived in the _____century.  
14                            
13                                
12                              
15 
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The first motion picture studio opened in Hollywood in _____year.  
1911 
1902                            
1921                           
1912                       
 
 
If I …….a newspaper reporter , I …... articles about the teenagers’ problems. 
were/would write   
was/would write    
were /write    
am/write 
 
 
If I ____ you I’d have a rest.  
were    
was   
is    
be 
 
If you ___ him yesterday he _______you everything.  
asked/ would tell  
asked/told   
has asked/ would tell  
asked/ would tell 
 
 
Who was this quotation written by? “Reading is to the mind what exercise is to 
the body”  
Richard Steele 
A R.W. Emerson 
Robert Frost   
A.Conan Doyle   
 
 
Foxley Fields was bought by the ________. 
Woodland Trust 
Linton Primary School   
Native British 
French 
 
 
What is the Museum of Modern Art in London known as? 
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The Tate Gallery  
Mellon’s collection  
Rembrandt’s work  
All answers are true 
 
What happened in Hollywood in 1982?  
the landmark sign was built in the hills. 
the Oscar was awarded 
the 1st motion studio opened 
nothing happened 
 
Who was the poem ‘Who has seen the wind” written by?  
Christina  Rossetti 
R. W. Emerson 
S. I. Haykama 
R. Frost 
 
Who is the director of “Alpomish”? 
Habibulla Fayziev 
Mark Zaharov 
William Hanna 
Botir Zokirov 
 

 
In Uzbekistan we celebrate our Independence ….. September 1st.  

on    
 at 
 in      
  -    
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